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Ensemble forecasts – calibrationEnsemble forecasts – calibration

 why calibrate?why calibrate?
 ensemble members ensemble members will will inherit the deficiencies inherit the deficiencies 

from the deterministic forecastfrom the deterministic forecast
 if the deterministic model is biased, all individual if the deterministic model is biased, all individual 

ensemble members will ensemble members will probably probably exhibit the exhibit the 
same bias, etc.same bias, etc.



  

Calibration techniquesCalibration techniques

 various calibration techniques proposed:various calibration techniques proposed:
 bbias correctionias correction, , Bayesian model averaging, Bayesian model averaging, 

analog methodanalog method, logistic regression, logistic regression etc etc......
 ffor the 2m-temperature, nonhomogeneous or the 2m-temperature, nonhomogeneous 

Gaussian regression has been applied, with Gaussian regression has been applied, with 
dramatic improvementdramatic improvement (A. Kann, 2008) (A. Kann, 2008)



  

Precipitation calibrationPrecipitation calibration

 Calibration of precipitation, due to it’s complex temporal Calibration of precipitation, due to it’s complex temporal 
and spatial distribution, seems to be more complicatedand spatial distribution, seems to be more complicated

 bbased on efforts mostly made by Tom Hamill from ased on efforts mostly made by Tom Hamill from 
NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory, we applied a NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory, we applied a 
logistic regression to a small set of Aladin EPS forecastslogistic regression to a small set of Aladin EPS forecasts

 Hamill, T. M.,  R. Hagedorn, and J. S. Whitaker, 2007: Hamill, T. M.,  R. Hagedorn, and J. S. Whitaker, 2007: 
Probabilistic forecast calibration using ECMWF and Probabilistic forecast calibration using ECMWF and 
GFS ensemble reforecasts. Part II: precipitation. GFS ensemble reforecasts. Part II: precipitation. Mon. Mon. 
Wea. RevWea. Rev. . 



  

Logistic regressionLogistic regression
 P P -- probability that  probability that 

precipitation O precipitation O 
(predictand) will (predictand) will 
reach certain reach certain 
threshold Tthreshold T

 predictors:predictors:
x x – – ensensemble emble meanmean
σσ -  - spread ospread of f 
ensembleensemble  (RMSE)(RMSE)

 β0, β1 and β2 are β0, β1 and β2 are 
coefficients of coefficients of 
regression, that have regression, that have 
to be obtainedto be obtained



  

Logistic regression (cont...)Logistic regression (cont...)

 aa weighting function has  weighting function has 
also been proposed, in also been proposed, in 
order to give more order to give more 
significance to cases with significance to cases with 
larger precipitation larger precipitation 
forecastsforecasts

 choice of the function is choice of the function is 
quite arbitraryquite arbitrary

 iimplications of its mplications of its 
implementationimplementation  still still have have 
to be investigatedto be investigated......



  

Logistic regression (cont...)Logistic regression (cont...)

 ssuch a fitting does not provide the full uch a fitting does not provide the full 
probability density function, but only the probability density function, but only the 
calibrated probability that a certain threshold will calibrated probability that a certain threshold will 
be exceededbe exceeded

 fitting has to be done for each desired thresholdfitting has to be done for each desired threshold



  

Aladin EPS and dataAladin EPS and data

 aat ZAMG, a set of Aladin EPS forecast data is t ZAMG, a set of Aladin EPS forecast data is 
stored, starting from June 2007stored, starting from June 2007

 a small seasonal suba small seasonal sub--sample has been sample has been 
considered, covering summer of 2007 (June – considered, covering summer of 2007 (June – 
September)September)

 6-hour precipitation forecasts6-hour precipitation forecasts, , different lead different lead 
timestimes  

 ~ 100 events



  

ResultsResults

 Improvement significant only for smaller thresholds
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ResultsResults

 skill improved only for smaller thresholds

Brier skill score for 
6-hour precipitation 
(12 - 18 UTC)
 for Zagreb,  Jun - 
Sep 2007 
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Reliability plots...Reliability plots...

 calibration reduces sharpness of the forecasts (distribution 
less U-shaped than the raw )

 forecasts up to 40% (most frequent) are much better 
calibrated (red line closer to the diagonal)



  

Decomposition of Brier score...Decomposition of Brier score...
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Conclusion...Conclusion...

 improvement is significant only for smaller improvement is significant only for smaller 
thresholds (less than 1mm). According to Tom thresholds (less than 1mm). According to Tom 
Hamill’s paper, this is mostly due to relatively small Hamill’s paper, this is mostly due to relatively small 
samplesample

 Therefore, future work should be focused mostly on Therefore, future work should be focused mostly on 
the impact of the sample size to calibration results the impact of the sample size to calibration results 
(including more seasons, clustering different stations (including more seasons, clustering different stations 
etc.) etc.) 

 We assume that the increase of the sample could We assume that the increase of the sample could 
give benefit for the bigger thresholds alsogive benefit for the bigger thresholds also  



  

Conclusion...Conclusion...

 significant daily variationsignificant daily variation
 nno significant impact of forecast range  (between o significant impact of forecast range  (between 

D+1 and D+2)D+1 and D+2)
 Impact of the weighting function is still not very Impact of the weighting function is still not very 

clearclear
 oother ther ttechniques (analog, BMA…) could also be echniques (analog, BMA…) could also be 

applied and compared to applied and compared to logisticlogistic regression regression



  


